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omissions result from accident, negligence, or any other cause.  
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Learn how to travel the world while producing music.  
 
Grab your copy now. 
 
Visit nomadicproducers.com today and join the community of 
nomadic music producers worldwide.  
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International Dance Music Conferences 
 
Conferences within any industry allow you to build a global network of peers with similar goals. 
As important as it is for you to focus on your craft, it is equally – if not even more – important for 
you to build a support group of like-minded individuals with whom you can grow and learn from 
and contribute your knowledge to. The best business relationships are formed not via emails and 
group texts on Facebook, but rather in person and face to face. 
 
I used these conferences as way to build those relationships, and the people I met are still 
impacting my music production/DJing career today. I based a substantial amount of my travel 
plans around these conferences, and I advise you to do the same.  
 
Below you will find a list of key music conferences within the dance music industry, and after 
that I’ll show you exactly how to make the most of them.  
 
North America 
 

● AEMCON: Alberta Electronic Music Conference, Alberta, Canada. 
 
Debuting in 2016, AEMCON brings together workshops, panel discussions, and 
nighttime events focusing on electronic music. 
 

● CDJShow, Toronto, Canada. 
 
Canada's professional DJ industry trade show featuring professional development 
opportunities, unique training, and exclusive product releases. 
 

● EDMBiz Conference, Las Vegas, Nevada. 
 
An industry event focusing on the business of electronic music, organized by Insomniac 
Events – the same organization that puts together music festivals such as Electric Daisy 
Carnival and Nocturnal Wonderland. 
 

● MUSEXPO, Los Angeles, California. 
 
Held annually in LA, this conference goes beyond electronic music and focuses on 
general music, media, and technology. Conference topics include innovative 
monetization techniques, music marketing, and networking. 
 
And if you’re interested in radio, MUSEXPO's Worldwide Radio Summit pulls together 
influential leaders to discuss the future of the global broadcast industry. 
 

● MUTEK, Montreal, Canada. 
 
Going strong since 2000, MUTEK is a five-day event in Montreal with the core purpose 
of promoting electronic music within Canada alongside an international roster of artists. 
 
In 2017, a first edition of MUTEK was also hosted in Buenos Aires, Argentina. 
 

● NAMM: National Association of Music Merchants, Los Angeles, California. 
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Held in the City of Anaheim, the NAMM show focuses on the latest upcoming music 
products across many fields of the music and performance industries.  
 
A smaller version of the trade show is also held in Nashville, Tennessee every summer. 
 

● SXSW: South By Southwest, Austin, Texas. 
 
A long-running mega-conference since 1987, South By Southwest is a melding together 
of film, music, and interactive media. Showcasing both electronic music and a large 
variety of other genres, it is the largest festival of its kind in the world. 
 
 

● WMC: Winter Music Conference, Miami, Florida. 
 
Since 1985, the Miami Winter Music Conference has been held in March and brings 
together professionals working in various sectors of the dance music industry. 
 

South America 
 

● RMC: Rio Music Conference, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. 
 
The biggest dance music conference in South America since 2009, the RMC offers 
panels, seminars, workshops, and networking opportunities in the daytime plus a wide 
variety of local and international electronic music artists headlining nighttime events. 
 

Europe 
 

● ADE: Amsterdam Dance Event, The Netherlands. 
 
A five-day intensive conference and music festival experience held in Amsterdam. This is 
one of the most essential conferences you can put on your map as a globally conscious 
music producer. ADE attracts over 350,000 people from all over the world, including the 
"who's who" of today’s dance music industry. 
 
Speakers have included names like Boys Noize, Chocolate Puma, Dannic, Dubfire, Ferry 
Corsten, Florian Kruse, John Acquaviva, Joris Voorn, Kevin Saunderson, Laidback Luke, 
Lucien Foort, Nina Kravitz, Oliver Heldens  Pig&Dan, Richie Hawtin, Roger Sanchez, 
Sam Feldt, Tommie Sunshine, Underworld, and many more. 
 

● IMS: International Music Summit, Ibiza, Spain. 
 
Founded by Pete Tong, the conference is a full 3 days on the Balearic island of Ibiza. 
IMS has expanded to include conferences in Shanghai, Singapore, and IMS Engage in 
Los Angeles. 
 

● MIDEM: Marché International du Disque et de l'Edition Musicale, Cannes, France.  
 
Focuses on aspects of the core music business (such as labels and publishers), music 
technology, and various music brands. 

 
Middle East 
 

● DMC: Dubai Music Conference, Dubai, United Arab Emirates. 
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The Middle East's premiere conference. The DMC is a two-day event that offers 
conferences, interactive workshops, and nightly festivals.  
 

Asia 
 

● IMS: International Music Summit, Shanghai, China. 
 
The IMS continues its expansion to one of Asia's largest emerging markets – China. 
 

● IMS: International Music Summit, Singapore. 
 
Pete Tong's globally recognized brand made its Singapore debut in December of 2015. 
 

● TDME: Tokyo Dance Music Event, Tokyo, Japan. 
 
The first event was held in November 2016 and included talks by Shibuya's mayor plus 
panels by event organizers from China, Australia, Malaysia, the Philippines, and more. 

 
Oceania 
 

● EMC: Electronic Music Conference, Sydney, Australia. 
 
A two-day conference and networking event for music business professionals, including 
a nighttime series of clubbing events called EMCPlay. 
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How to Succeed at Conferences 
 
A large part of how productive your attendance will be at a conference depends on how much 
preparation you put into it beforehand. The best conferences for me were those where I had a 
clear plan established beforehand.  
 
Look at the program guides as soon as they are released. Often times, you will want to attend 
multiple seminars or workshops, and it's common for these to overlap on your schedule. By 
understanding what your top educational and networking priorities are, you'll be able to make 
better decisions to make the most of your time. This will prevent you from simply showing up 
and wandering aimlessly. Most music conferences are accompanied by lots of parties and 
nightlife to enjoy – which is part of the fun – but remember to understand the reason you're there 
in the first place and avoid getting too distracted. Are you looking to rub shoulders with the A&R 
team of your favorite label? Perhaps you're looking for new representation? You may also be 
looking to gain a deeper understanding of the business side of music, such as contracts, 
licensing, and negotiations. Or maybe something simpler such as fine-tuning your production or 
mixing skills. Whatever your interests, knowing why you are there will be the difference between 
skipping the sunrise set and calling it an early night – instead of sleeping through an important 
morning workshop. 
 
Below are seven tips to maximize your conference experience. You've invested time, money, 
and energy by attending. Now you need to make the most of it. The key is to be proactive. 
 
1. Set up meetings beforehand 
 
Some conferences, such as the IMS, will allow you to submit your contact information to their 
attendee database, which makes it possible for others to contact you in return. You can find 
businesses, labels, agencies, studios, musicians, producers, singers, songwriters, etc. this way. 
If you see anyone of interest, reach out to them and say hello. Tell them what you do, why you 
are going to the conference, and why you're particularly interested in meeting them. Reach out 
in advance and arrange a meeting with them – whether at the conference, a shared interest in 
the same workshop or event, or for tea/coffee.  
 
2. Plan out your day ahead of time 
 
In my day-to-day business life, I plan as much of the following workday as possible the night 
before. By doing this, I have a clear set of targets to accomplish when I wake up the next day. It 
also gives my subconscious mind the opportunity to start organizing around these targets as I 
rest. I follow the same strategy at conferences. By planning out your day ahead of time, you'll be 
able to hit the key targets that brought you there in the first place.  
 
Once you know exactly what your targets are, you can feel good knowing that you'll hit all of 
them. Then, if there is room to play, you can go out and make the most of the nighttime 
festivities, which are also great opportunities to meet others within the industry. 
 
3. Bring business cards 
 
Make sure to have plenty of well-designed business cards with you. I strongly advise against 
trying to cut corners here. A music conference is no different than any other business 
conference. Make sure your first impression is solid when meeting people for the first time. You 
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want to convey the message that you're prepared, professional, and serious about your music. 
What separates you from just being another hobbyist musician? 
 
One habit I have formed when receiving business cards from others is to write notes about my 
interaction with that person on the back of the card. Later, when I'm home, I go through the 
cards and add the details to my contact list. I also elaborate on those notes in greater detail. 
 
For example, on the back of one business card, I may have written "A&R Manager, XYZ records, 
met at Sander van Doorn event." Then when I'm back home, I'll elaborate on that – "A&R 
manager, XYZ records. We spoke about submitting a new EP by the end of next month. Also 
told him I would introduce him to my graphic designer. Follow up in 3 weeks." 
 
4. Take photos! And follow up after you meet people. 
 
Make sure to follow up with people within a few days to a week from when you get home. 
Otherwise, the interaction may forever be lost and forgotten. If there was a particularly strong 
connection with someone, give them an old-fashioned phone call to ask how the conference 
went and continue the discussions. At the very least, make sure you follow up via email. 
 
Sharing photos is a great way to initiate follow-up emails, as it separates you from the slew of 
black-and-white messages that may have arrived in their inbox post-conference. It's a reminder 
of the good interaction you had together, and it also starts the email off by offering something of 
value. 
 
Take lots of photos with people you meet, and don't forget to share them.  
 
5. Make a goal of talking to x amount of people per day 
 
A good way to ensure that you maximize your networking opportunities is to make a small 
exercise for yourself to meet x amount of people per day. Earlier in the day, it may be a bigger 
challenge to break out of your shell, but once you talk to a few people, it becomes easier and 
easier. This is great exercise because it puts you in the driver's seat to meet people, instead of 
waiting for it to happen by chance.  
 
If you set a target to meet just 10 people per day at a 3-day conference, that's 30 people you 
never would have met otherwise. Of those 30 people, even if just 10% end up aligning with your 
goals, that's 3 people that you can build a new relationship with, which is more than enough to 
have a lasting impact on your career.  
 
6. Meet people, but don't market to them. 
 
At the end of the day, remember that you're at the conference to meet people, not to market 
your music to them directly. Your goal is to build a genuine relationship, get to know the person, 
and show an interest in them as a human being. If you wanted nothing in return, would you still 
be their friend? Could you trust this person? Establish common ground and enjoy your 
interactions. Keep conversations positive and fun. Let people talk about themselves. When 
speaking of others, make sure to do so in a positive and friendly light. If you haven't read Dale 
Carnegie's How to Win Friends & Influence People, I highly recommend it. 
 
Lastly, be aware of social customs in the country you are visiting. In Europe and North America, 
it's acceptable to strike up a conversation, ask them what they do for a living, have a chat, and 
then setup a meeting to talk about how you can work together. However, in most parts of Asia, 
you'd get to know the person first, perhaps go out for drinks a few times, perhaps a dinner, then 
finally bring up the topics of business once mutual trust and camaraderie have been established. 
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7. Have fun! 
 
Remember to enjoy your time at these conferences. You'll make new friends and meet people 
from all over the world. The new information you learn and variety of experiences you allow 
yourself to have will hopefully have a lasting impact on your own path. 
 
Shared activities with your new friends will bring you closer together, whether you choose to go 
out for drinks after the workshops, grab a dinner, or end up re-enacting some scenes out of 
Hangover. Some of my best relationships started because we genuinely enjoyed one another's 
company and had a similar outlook on life, business, and the art of music.  
 
Get out there, have fun, and enjoy the process! 
 
 
Ready to start your journey as a nomadic producer?  
 
Read the Nomadic Music Producer’s Handbook for advice on 
everything from travel gear and free accommodation to 
landing DJ gigs and producing top-notch music on the road.  
 
Nomadic Producer's Handbook 
Produce music while traveling the world. 
 
Visit nomadicproducers.com today and join the community of 
nomadic music producers worldwide.  
 
Use coupon code NOMADIC10SUBS for an additional 10% 
off. 
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